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ABSTRACT
Automatic knowledge graph (KG) construction is widely used for
e.g. data integration, question answering and semantic search.
There are many approaches of automatic KG construction. Among
which, an important approach is to map the raw data to a given
domain KG schema, e.g., domain ontology or conceptual graph, and
construct the entities and properties according to the domain KG
schema. However, the existing approaches to construct KGs are not
always efficient enough and the resulting KGs are not sufficiently
user-friendly. The main challenge arises from the trade-off: the
domain KG schema should be knowledge-oriented, to reflect the
general domain knowledge; while a KG schema should be data-
oriented, to cover all data features. If the former is directly used
for KG construction, this can cause issues like a high load of blank
nodes, which are technical nodes in the KGs that represent un-
known entities. To this end, we propose our ScheRe system in the
demo, which relies on a schema reshaping algorithm and other
two semantic modules for enhancing KG construction. The demo
attendees will use ScheRe to reshape a domain KG schema to data
specific KG schema, build KGs with industrial data, and experience
more user-friendly querying.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Database utilities and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs (KG) allow to structure information in terms of
nodes and edges [7]. Nodes represent entities of interests. Edges
that connect entities and their data values, represent relations be-
tween entities and data properties of entities. In context of Industry
4.0 [10] and Internet of Things [8], KGs are gaining popularity in
a wide range of industries [14, 16, 17, 26] and applications such
as data integration [20, 25, 27], question answering [18], produc-
tion monitoring in automatic manufacturing, pose estimation in
robotics [1, 13] and semantic search [5, 24]. Due to complexity and
variety of industrial data (e.g., relational tables), it is very desired to
facilitate automation of KG construction. A common approach on
KG construction is to construct entities and properties by relying
on a given domain KG schema, a typical example being a domain
ontology or conceptual graph, which is a graph-structured formal
specification of shared knowledge [4, 15]. This approach matches
raw data elements (table names and attributes names in relational
tables) to nodes and edges in domain KG schema, then organise
them in same pattern as domain KG schema [3, 9, 12, 28].

Consider an example scenario of KG construction that accounts
for data integration and question answering in automated welding
at Bosch – an impactful automated manufacturing process that is
involved in production of over 50 millions of cars a year globally.
Here we construct KGs by mapping raw data elements to a domain
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KG schema (i.e. a domain ontology), which is designed after exten-
sive discussion with users (domain experts) and encoding domain
knowledge formally. Domain KG schema thus reflects general do-
main knowledge. KGs are automatically constructed by populating
domain KG schema with raw data elements in relational tables and
welding user manuals to support e.g., question answering, so that
users can inspect and interact with data.

Challenge. Existing approaches to construct KGs are not always
efficient enough and resulting KGs are not sufficiently application-
oriented and user-friendly. The challenge arises from the trade-off
between knowledge-orientation and data-orientation: data-specific
schemata are data-oriented and tend to cover all raw data elements
while they are hardly reusable across applications due to their
limited domain scope; while domain KG schemata are typically
domain-generic and knowledge-oriented they reflect domain knowl-
edge using high level concepts rather than data particularities of
given datasets [11]. Thus, KGs that result from such datasets of-
ten contain an overwhelming number of technical nodes, called
blank nodes, that play the role of, e.g., labeled nulls in relational
data exchange [2] and essentially represent entities that are not
present in data but expected by KG schemata; note that up to 90%
of information in such KGs can be blank nodes [6]. This makes
KGs ‘sparse’ and hard to digest: applications based on such KGs e.g.
query-based question answering should handle and skip hordes of
blank nodes, which is unfriendly for users.

Our ScheRe System. To this end, we propose our ScheRe sys-
tem that enhances KG construction with a schema reshaping al-
gorithm to “reshape” a given domain KG schema to data-oriented
KG schema [29, 30], which is free of blank nodes and still partially
incorporates knowledge in domain schema. ScheRe has four layers
that organise raw data, schema reshaping algorithm, and KG con-
struction module for enhanced KG construction that generates KGs
free of blank nodes. In addition, query reshaping module “reshapes”
queries written on one KG schema to any KG schemata generated
by schema reshaping algorithm, thus enabling uniform querying
experience. resulting applications such as KG-based question an-
swering and semantic search will enjoy KGs free of blanks nodes
thus become more technologically friendly and user-friendly by
saving space and time for storing, generating, and querying KGs.

Demo Overview. Demo attendees will experience a real industrial
scenario of KG construction in automatic manufacturing with data
provided by Bosch. They will perform a series of tasks via our GUI
interface of ScheRe. Tasks include schema reshaping, KG construc-
tion and selecting queries. They will experience difference between
comprehensive domain schema and reshaped schema, and see how
user-friendly queries become on KG based on reshaped schema.

2 SCHERE: SCHEMATA RESHAPING SYSTEM
2.1 Architectural Overview
We now walk through the readers through our schema reshaping
system (Figure 1). The system consists of four layers: (Non-KG)
Data Layer, Semantic Layer, KG Data Layer, and Application Layer.
From the very left, the (Non-KG) Data Layer contains the Raw
Data. The Raw Data are in the form of relational tables and also
have their corresponding Relations. The Semantic Layer contains

several semantic artefacts and semantic modules. The SchemaRe-
shape module takes the domain KG schema G𝑑𝑜 , the Raw-to-DO
Mapping 𝑀𝑑𝑜 (raw data to domain KG schema), and the Relations
𝑅 (in addition, the user information 𝑈 ) as inputs, and generates a
series of Reshaped Schema G𝑟𝑜 (KG Schemata at the same time) and
their corresponding Raw-to-RO Mappings𝑀𝑟𝑜 . These KG Schemata
and Raw-to-RO Mappings are then used by the KG Construction
module to construct the KGs from the Raw Data. And common
Queries are selected by the users. The KGs in the KG Data Layer
then can be used for applications like Query-Based Analytics [22]
and ML Analytics [19, 21, 23, 26] in the Application Layer.

2.2 System Concepts and Artefacts
A KG Schema in our work is a directed labelled multigraph G(N , E),
e.g., projected from a set of OWL 2 axioms (e.g., the domain KG
schema G𝑑𝑜 and reshaped schema G𝑟𝑜 ) as follows: The classes are
projected to class nodes N𝐶 , the datatypes to datatype nodes N𝐷 ,
the object properties to object property edges E𝑂 , and the datatype
properties to datatype property edges E𝐷 (Fig. 1).
A Relational Schema 𝑅 ={T1 (A), ..., T𝑛 (A) } is a finite set of relational
tables , where T𝑖 is a table name while A is the attributes A =

{𝑎1, ..., 𝑎𝑘 } represented by their attribute names 𝑎 𝑗 . Among which,
there exist attributes called the primary key A𝑝 (each table only one)
that uniquely identifies the rows, (optionally) foreign key attributes
A𝑓 refer to the primary keys of other tables, and normal attributes
A𝑛 that contain normal data.
AMapping (𝑀) is a bidirectional function that maps the elements in
𝑅 to elements in G. The Raw-to-DO Mapping (raw data to domain
KG schema mapping) 𝑀𝑑𝑜 maps the table names T in 𝑅 to class
nodesN𝐶 in G𝑑𝑜 , normal attributes A𝑛 to datatype property edges
E𝐷 , and foreign keys A𝑓 to object property edges E𝑂 , and vice
versa. Similarly, the Raw-to-RO Mapping (raw data to reshaped
schema mapping) 𝑀𝑟𝑜 maps the T, A𝑛 , A𝑓 to N𝐶 , E𝐷 , E𝑂 in G𝑟𝑜 .
Here we assume the mapping 𝑀𝑑𝑜 is one-to-one mapping that
maps all elements in 𝑅 to elements in G𝑑𝑜 1. Similarly,𝑀𝑟𝑜 is also
one-to-one.
𝑀 : {T ↔ N𝐶 , A𝑛 ↔ E𝐷 , A𝑓 ↔ E𝑂 |T, A𝑛, A𝑓 ∈ 𝑅,N𝐶 , E𝐷 , E𝑂 ∈ G}.

The User Information (𝑈 ) can be understood as (1) a mandatory
label that labels a node in G𝑑𝑜 as the most important node for the
users, named as the main node, 𝑛𝑚 ; (2) an extra set of mappings
that map some normal attributes A𝑛 in 𝑅 to class nodesN𝐶 in G𝑑𝑜 :
𝑈 : {A𝑛 ↔ N𝐶 | A𝑛 ∈ 𝑅,N𝐶 ∈ G𝑑𝑜 }.
The Dummy Nodes N𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 are nodes in KG schema G (and KG
generated based on G) that cannot be mapped to any elements in
𝑅.
The Queries in our system are SPARQL queries with the backbone
as Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) query.

2.3 The Algorithm SchemaReshaping
Requirements and Performance. After reviewing literature and
extensive discussion with users, we derive two mandatory require-
ments and three performance metrics:

1Note it is not the same case for the other way around: there normally exist many
nodes or edges in G𝑑𝑜 that cannot be mapped to any elements in 𝑅.
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Figure 1: Left: Architectural overview of KG solution. KG: knowledge graph. Right: (a) Small excerpt of domain KG schema G𝑑𝑜 . (b) Excerpt of KG
constructed by directly using domain KG schema, which has many dummy nodes due to nodes in G𝑑𝑜 that are unmapped to raw data. (c) Reshaped KG
schema G𝑟𝑜 . (d) KG constructed based on G𝑟𝑜 .

• R1 Data Coverage, the generated KG schema G𝑟𝑜 should cover
all the table names and attribute names in 𝑅.

• R2 Succinctness, G𝑟𝑜 should possible have zero dummy nodes.
• P1 Knowledge Coverage, G𝑟𝑜 should possibly preserve the knowl-
edge encoded in the domain KG schema, measured by the number
of elements in G𝑑𝑜 kept in G𝑟𝑜 .

• P2 Simplicity, G𝑑𝑜 should have possibly shallow structure, deter-
mined by the graph diameter 𝑑 of G𝑟𝑜 .

• P3 Efficiency, the KG generation based on G𝑑𝑜 should be efficient
in time and storage space.

Problem Formulation. We formulate the problem of Schema Re-
shaping as a problem of computing from a given KG schema and
some context, a new schema that fully satisfies the requirement
R1-R2 and achieves possibly good performance in terms of P1-P3.
In this work, based on the system concepts and artefacts, we for-
mulate:

Schema Reshaping : (G𝑑𝑜 , 𝑅, 𝑀𝑑𝑜 ,𝑈 ) → G𝑟𝑜 , 𝑀𝑟𝑜

where G𝑑𝑜 is a given domain KG schema, 𝑅 is a set of relational
tables, 𝑀𝑑𝑜 is a mapping between 𝑅 and G𝑑𝑜 , 𝑈 is optional user
information, and G𝑟𝑜 is the “reshaped” schema, 𝑀𝑟𝑜 is a mapping
between G𝑟𝑜 and 𝑅.

Algorithm. Intuitively, the algorithm Schema Reshaping selects
subsets of nodes and edges from a given domain KG schema G𝑑𝑜 ,
which can be mapped to a relational schema 𝑅 or included in the
user information 𝑈 , and then connect the selected subsets with
possibly more edges in G𝑑𝑜 , thus generating the reshaped schema
G𝑟𝑜 . More specifically, Schema Reshaping does so in three steps:
• Step 1, it transforms G𝑑𝑜 to a tree T1 by removing some edges,
where the tree has the main node 𝑛𝑚 given in 𝑈 as the root (Alg.
2 Graph2Tree);

• Step 2, it selects the subsets of nodes and edges of T1 that are
mapped in 𝑅 by𝑀𝑑𝑜 or pointed by the users, creating a T2 (Alg.
2 TreeCollapse);
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• Step 3, some deleted edges in Step1 and Step 2 are added back
to T2, where these edges have both their head and tail in T2,
resulting G𝑟𝑜 (Line 3 in Alg. 1).

Step 1. Graph2Tree. With 𝑛𝑚 as the root node, Step 1 (Alg. 1) ex-
pands the tree T1 with nodes and edges selected from G𝑑𝑜 layer by
layer, in a way that there exists only one path between any node
and 𝑛𝑚 . We first clarify several concepts used in the step: N𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓

refer to the set of leaf nodes of T1, N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 refers to the set of “ring
nodes” (nodes in a outer layer of the leaf nodes) that are potential
to be added to T1, N 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the set of visited nodes, and E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

1
is a set of the deleted edges. Then we introduce the procedure. First,
Alg. 2 reads the user information to mark the main node 𝑛𝑚 , and
initialise T1, N𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 , N 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 with 𝑛𝑚 , and the set E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

1 with
the empty set (Line 1). Next, if N𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 is not empty, Alg. 2 does the
following steps: it initialises an empty set N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (Line3), then it
enumerates each node 𝑛𝑖 in the current N𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 (Line 4) and create
an empty set of ring nodes N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑖
that belong to 𝑛𝑖 . For each leaf

node 𝑛𝑖 , it enumerates the edges incidental to the node 𝑛𝑖 in G𝑑𝑜 ,
𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) but not in E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

1 , and exams the other node 𝑛 𝑗 that
this edge is connected to. If 𝑛 𝑗 is not visited (not in N 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 ), then
the node 𝑛 𝑗 and the edge 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) are added to T1 (Line 8), 𝑛 𝑗 is
added toN 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 and a new ring setN𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑖
that belongs to 𝑛𝑖 (Line

9-10), and . If 𝑛 𝑗 is already visited, the edge 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) is added to
E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
1 (Line 12). After all 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) are enumerated, all elements

in N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑖
are added to N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (Line 13). After all 𝑛𝑖 are numerated,

the N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 becomes the new N𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 (Line 14).

Step 2. Tree collapse. Step 2 (in Alg. 3) selects nodes in G𝑟𝑠 , by
user or rule, and save them in N𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 , then deletes the nodes
not in N𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 from T2 which is copied by T1, at the same time
keeps the connectivity of T2. It takes 4 inputs: the tree T1, the
relational schema 𝑅, raw data to domain ontology mapping𝑀𝑑𝑜 ,
and user information𝑈 . The algorithm firstly initialised the ring
node set N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 with main node 𝑛𝑚 , T2 with T1, and deleted edge
set E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

2 forT2 with empty set (Line 1). Then the algorithm
selects the nodes in relational schema graph G𝑟𝑠 , or with datatype
property having "ID" or “Name", or by user choices. These nodes
are added into N𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 (Line 2). If N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 is not empty, the Alg. 3
does the following steps: it initialise an empty set N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 , then it
enumerate each node 𝑛𝑖 in the currentN𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 (Line 4). For each leaf
node 𝑛𝑖 , it enumerates the edges incidental to the node 𝑛𝑖 in T1,
𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ). If 𝑛 𝑗 is not selected (not in N𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ), then the node 𝑛 𝑗
and edge 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) are deleted from T2 and 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) is added to
E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
2 . If the edge 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛 𝑗 , 𝑛𝑘 ) is in T1,then 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛 𝑗 , 𝑛𝑘 ) is deleted

from T2, and a new edge 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) with same label of 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛 𝑗 , 𝑛𝑘 ) is
added to T2. The 𝑒𝑢 (𝑛 𝑗 , 𝑛𝑘 ) is added toN𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 and 𝑛𝑖 is added to
N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 . If 𝑛 𝑗 is inN𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 , the 𝑛 𝑗 is added toN𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 . After all 𝑛𝑖 are
enumerated, The N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 is added to N𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 , N

𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 becomes the

new N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 . After the N𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 is empty, the items in 𝑀𝑑𝑜 , of which
exist in T2, are added in𝑀𝑟𝑜 .

Step 3. Add edges back. The algorithm adds the edge back into T2,
which is in E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

1 or E𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
2 , and the endpoints are both in T2.

The final tree is the reshaped ontology G𝑟𝑜 .

2.4 KG Construction
The KG Construction module takes the reshaped schema G𝑟𝑜 , the
Raw-to-RO Mapping𝑀𝑟𝑜 and the Raw Data as inputs, and generates
a series corresponding KG. We enumerate all class nodes in G𝑟𝑜 .
For each node and its datatype property edges, we find the primary
keys for the node and the attributes for the edge respectively in the
mapped tables and attributes in the Raw Data via𝑀𝑟𝑜 , and create
an entity for each key, and create datatype properties for each such
edge. Next, we enumerate all object property edges in G𝑟𝑜 , find
the mapped foreign keys in the Raw Data via𝑀𝑟𝑜 , and create links
(object properties) between the entity represented by the primary
key and the entity represented by the foreign key.

3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS
During demonstration we will present ScheRe with an industrial
scenario for Welding KG construction at Bosch. Data are collected
from a factory for resistance spot welding in Germany, which is a
world-widely applied process at many plants of Bosch and Bosch’s
renowned customers. Scenario allows demo attendees to experience
KG schema reshaping, KG construction and querying with more
user-friendly KGs.

Scenario Description.Dataset is an anonymised sample snippet of
relational tables collected from production line, including 1000weld-
ing operations (estimated to be relevant to 100 cars). In particular,
data are comprised of 176 attributes of welding control parameters,
monitor status, and quality indicators. Domain KG schema is a
domain ontology designed by domain experts and knowledge engi-
neers, consisting of 1181 axioms that describe 210 classes, 203 object
properties, and 191 datatype properties. Raw-to-DO Mapping𝑀𝑑𝑜

is generated by domain experts that map table names and attribute
names in raw data to nodes and edges in domain KG schema. For
KG schema reshaping, attendees input user information to indicate
main node and to elevate normal attributes to class nodes. Then
ScheRe will reshape the domain KG schema to a data-specific KG
schema. n a KG will be constructed based on reshaped KG schema.
Attendees will see statistics of KG constructed based on domain
KG schema (𝐾𝐺𝑑𝑜 ) and KG based on reshaped KG schema (𝐾𝐺𝑟𝑜 ),
and query over them, to experience that KGs and querying become
much user-friendly.

Tasks. We selected 7 tasks that should reach a balance between
using system and maintaining a controllable scope. Tasks include
two types. Task Type 1 is to input user information for schema
reshaping, including three tasks, pointing main node, elevating
attributes, and add entity node. Task Type 2 is to select one query
from four options (only one option is correct) to perform data in-
spection or diagnostics in KG with reshaped KG schema and in KG
(𝐾𝐺𝑑𝑜 ) with domain schema as schema, including 4 query selection
tasks. Task Type 2 measure usability of using our schema reshaping
system, and Task Type 2 compares users’ perception of querying
KGs with and without schema reshaping.
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